. Four tables, the molecular structure of the Azo-PM molecule in cis and transform, protonated and unprotonated are reported according to the format of a mol2 file. The last column contains the partial charges obtained after the ensemble averaging procedure (see computational methods in the main text). The first four columns are atom index, atom name, x-coordinate, y-coordinate, and z-coordinate.
Figure below shows some selected atom labels on the structure of protonated Azo-PM in its trans state, to facilitate navigating the tables. The residue names Azl, AZm, AZN and AZrcorrespond to the segments L, M, N and R in Scheme 2, main text. In parentheses, the atom index is given. Note that for the unprotonated species the indexing shifts by 1 each time a protonation site is encountered along the structure (going from top to bottom). 
Reduced protonated cis

